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Cognitive and.Language DevelOpment

Preschool Multiply Handicapped Chitdren

11-

eolli n . A. Myers M. Ed .

Philip

and

Safford, Ph.D.

ntroduct_o_ and Background

Disparate in symptom picture and etiology,

f bshavioral characteri

capped children would not seem

ics and apparent capabiIi

comprise, a:"poiwiatfon" f6r the okirposes

of psychological research or A group.: or.the purposes of educational
,

practice. This very diversity may account in large measure for,the.relative

lack of a research base, concerning learning needs and d -lopmental.C44Padt

istics, underlytng educational approaches and program

handicapped child 11- This lack

for physically,

research may well also be due,to the small

age'of such children among the general population (Perlstein, 194

Phelps4 1950; Griffths & Bassett, 1907;: Cruickshank, 1976 ,Best, 1970, the

1

difficulties:in accurately diagnosing tfie =children s specific intelle ual

-or educational needs and abilities and the general exclusion of many of

&,
hese children from pUblic school programs prior to P.L. 94-142..

Legislative mandgte (particularly P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the

1973 Rehabilitation Act) would seem to have established unequivocally that

the presence of a physical diSability does not, in itself; imply the need for

special education or placement in aqgpecial education setting. It is clear

that bah access and habilitative services of specialists, such as physical..



ithin the regular school setting. A child's

indidated by psychological, not physical,.

considera ueh as speeial problems in academic skill acquisition,

processing of perceptual infor ation, symbolic functioning,. and abstr

A

otherWise abnormal motor talictioning.., or othef physical disability

the early yearsnhave upon children's psycho ogical development? Do

In view of current practice and convent ion, reinforced by federal

requirementa to iddntify the physically di bled ps "handicapped". for

Odueational'purposea, study of the. psychologii_l:dimensions

would deem.imperativ0. Particularly eritical.questionsfr implied by'thp

it fendaMental Piagetian tenet': that childrents pBychological development

consist n-ihe success restructuring of

ho Interactive relationshicbetween

ugh which results` inevitably

tive child and his .s entri.ron -

ment The sensorimato roots ofvreasoping and conceptualization are action

se ways of acting upon an evocative environment. Ho ever as Bettye

Caidwell'has said, "Regardless of the external -urroundings,"the

the young handicapp_ child is, by definition,r . depriving" ,(1-973, p
I

If this i critical questions would be: What -impact does restricted

different forme of physical disability' affect development differentl . and

ate these differences a s elated with central nervous system involvement?
. #

What are the_implicat ii ns'for early educational intervention?

Purpose of the Study:

The scope of the p out study is far too li- ited'te'provi

e e qUestion Itwas our purpose to investigate, in. a descriptive and

-ratory manner, the performance on Selected .eo n'tive and lfhguistic

t.

to



I

ores a group of phVsically and multiply handicapped children, ages

and discuss implicatidne-at findings for approaches in early

Specifically, the following research question
; .

educational interventiOn.

wer addressed:

Arethere differences in pe forma ce on these me

associated with broadmedicaldilagnostic differ-
.

(cerebral palsy, other neurologically-rpIafed,imPairment,
_-

urelogically impaired)?

De,lphVsically handicapped children, ages

surer

biaticns

diffel'entiy from non-handicaffiped children on

measures bf tognitiv-e and ltnguigtic ioningT

Traditionally, s rviceS for the physically impaired'have beemassotiated,

with a medical model, which focuses upon medical conditions and deviations

from the norm, rather than:on educational abilities. Such-an orientation

has often resulted in a focus among educatorg-uPon the child's limitations,

with a mysterious aura placed about the diagnosis. Best, 1978) Federal'

law mandates apprOprihte-educational Proviaion-for andicapped hildren,

ages s-21 including those with physical,and multiple impairments. However,

given the doubtful educational r levance of sole

n not clear to,what extent a physical

eliance.upen a medical

impairment may imply.specia

The chidren in this

programs, represent .-varying-d

,
Piagetian thebry.euggests

the-extent that it i

ion nurs ry school'

and varyink forme of physical.disability,

early'yeara, :maY

Moreover, in the ease of

16.

at, impaired ot"or function, to

child -envi onmept interaction .dUring -the..

iatedith cognitive develtpmental impairment-.

palsy-or-other neurological dysfunction,

additionaf- or aossiblyydicler nt --,impediments to cognitive developm

-- -
may be reflecte



Their amili: ity

descriptRonof 'the sens

summarized briefly here,

hstanding, certain aspects of Piage

i otor foundations of-thought will be

Irice they bear sp.directly uponthe concerns

to which the present inves-4gatiork was addressed

Theoretical Development': Action, Perceptual Organization and-Though

The relationship of ob pct and subject in the develdpment of

`knowledge is of crucial m rtanc

of knowledge involves more than.

ties- as figuarative eopies of reality' or systematically filing or

in this discussion. The acquisition

ply recording events or object prop

-correc ing infor n. Anwholly empiricist pproach where knowledge

exists externally with the event /object itself excludes the action of

Eth individual. ACcoiding to Piaget,

must open it 7 manipulate- it with .his hands at

w" an object, a.person

his mind.'

n infancy these interact ions. are

actions o he Child, tha there is no di

and later with

Meshed:with the motoric

inction between_bj--t and -.

self , rater the infant sees the world as an extensien*of himself. Th

construetion of objective knowledge occurs through two types of inter-

.

dependent activity:

coordination of the actions themselves

introduction of.interrelafions between ()bleats
-

p. 704y

APO okimately 9-1

-

-E1kind (1970) de'scribes as the .foundation fOr concepts

_onths, a baby discovere objee

(Piaget, '1970,,

permanenc, which

about- objects

At first this conceptis'dependent upon he Position

f the °Web-L. n,the infant's r.ereeptual -field, while, later it become-

independent when the object exists _though not in view. The - concept begins .



to emerge when the baby. looks fo .missing object at the point at which

it disappears.. The scheme of obj4ct permanence s quires a new mental

structure to acCompodate'thie new perspective independent he child's

actions. ()nee object permanence is established, the'baby canmove7,

A

`around and see the object from another perqpective,. real.tzing .that it is

etilrthe same object. His point of viewchanges;N,t_ world begins to

,exist separate from himself, rather thah n'extens

the object to, stay the same eVenwhen.lhe moves, the

ate his actions movement of his.bedy slid the object structu

imposed upon external reality through coordinati

n

of action schemes.

these ftimitive actions are reflected in opezations

which are interiorized actions.

jor development during the preoperationaWeriod involves the

acquisition of concept!. As Flavell (1970) pointed out,'concepts carve

the world intofunctional units for dealing with the world. Concepts

/

are expr- sions of a'rule (Sigel,,,1979) -which reduce comp ex masses

stimu 'li to manageable amounts (Flavell, 1970, citi4gBruner, Goodnow,

and Austin, 1956). Concepts defelop in a sequentialsequential'manner and become

more complei with increased age (inheld= r & Piaget71964).

Concept attainment commences in the sonsorimotor period when the

child assimilates information into action schemes and subsequently

aCC-Ommodates the structures. The child must be able to discriminate one

object from another, master the permanence of object concept, and

achieve a -e of decentration.. Interiorized actions form a beginning

,understanding of the meaning of an object which the child learns to make

use of. For example, the child soon learns that by sucking the nipple,

vers,usthe---skin\i in-general, he will get milk.

4
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A ,

-Relatiohal concepts, like other forms of cone p't lization siMil-
.

any have their-origins in the action scheth .of,the sensgrimotor period.

(Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; FlaV- 1, 1970)., Spe_ci ihally, they ortgina

in action schemes relating to ob,jects in space. A1io needed for the

ing of relational concepts is e.begipning ot,decentr ion, start -'

ing with the me /world dichotomy and the subsequent, Copernican revolution

'in the 12-18 month period,

-'71.1e ability to discriminate -0 or more ob cts 'to see them40

separate fro oneself, and to _ e and relate them in terms of space,

development of-Tlationai concepts.are the necessary precursors

such relational concepts, expresaed as prepOsittonal relations, form the-

basi the Preschools Proposition Test (Aaronson & Schaefer,, 1968) used

the present studys:Chomsky :(1957) suggested that in-1 nguage, there

:Must be competence prior performance, it woul d seem logical to assume

{

that there must be relational prepositionall'eompetence in the formof

interior ized action schemes, prior use-of relational concepts For

example Furth' work with the deaf (19841966)` Suggested that certain

concepts were present before a linguistic system developed.

Bearing closely upo this line of thinking htile work of H.
6

Clark, specifically his discussion of perceptual anti linguistic space.

Clark (1973) contended that man has a perceptual, apparatus which its

peculiar to him alone (i.e. two ears, two eyes, bipedal) and that this

apparatus is functional, usually from birth. Note that this is similar

1

to Piaget'S concept of structure. Piaget suggested that one element of

ructure 4s the biological hereditary transmission of physical structures

the eye, ear, the ability to anipulate objects with-thumb and

finger coposition, all of which give parameters, to the types of intellectual



possible and not possible in mah). A child lea

English terms fOr space and time co
4

a priori knowledge Whitt' be has about space and time ad dIveloped from

ctly by applying these t

his perceptual apparatud. The child has, then, a perceptual space (P.space)

due to,oxisting on this.planet. 'The F-space must exist prior to

cerrect language application of any'particdiarte m. Any term expressed

4

n. Language (L-space) should correspond with that term as it was pr

,devel,oped in P- space. Piaget would_ helcUthat-interiorized

action scheme begin(the,strAturing o one's world before under-

standing and subsequent language expreaeioncan °deur.

In his canonical. (bipedal, upright, forward-ficing) position,

,

man moves through his environment-with himself as the point of erence

for relating the world,, all opi in space. ,It i position which

Clark guggested, is, of critical importance' in lahguag- fore pressing

1 tionships. Gravity pulls in a downward directi n resultihein a

it vetical' relationship. W4th.his bilateral syMnwtry, man has

_atu al left/right dichotomy. Further, manrs'perceptual-organs are

faced forward from the body, resulting in a na

ship. With self as reference point

sensor motor period can interiorize the relationships required in the

understanding of prepositions (as used in the Fres hookyrepoeition

1 front/back r

child.develoning through the

-tion--

Test, Aaronson & Schaefer, 1968). As thehe4hteriorized spatial relation'-
,

ships =of objects are developed, the child is develoPing what Clark (1973)

referred to s P-space, which is the necessary prerequisite to its

expression in Language (L-space)-. Clark de-it cenp14_ ably with spatial -

kwords. For example, h pointed out that such Words as 'above and "below"

reflect a position of one perso_-_ to another 'person or object. Self-, Again,



the reference point in r lating these positions. here that the

child with impOred mobility may well have his reference points lecated

differently. He may be prone, thus be' spatial relationships in this

case would be differe t (i up is no longer above file head, but

straight out from the chest). Thus the P- space. would have a different

concept of various ter

expression.

ulting in altered meaning in the L-space.

English spatial terms, therefor!, reveal that L-space his properties

that are identical with those f P-space. First, L-space shows the

universaluse of point 'lines, and planes f reference, both in pre-

positions, where there is one or two, 1411a adjectives, where there

fa; SeconC there are. three specific primary planes of refe-

(1) ground level,- with upwand pbsitiv -Ahd downward negative;

vertical left-right p an_ through- the bedy,*with forward pesttty
4,

backward negative; and

the

vertical front-back plane of, symmetry

through the body, with right and left,b_th equally. Third,

4
L-space requires the use of-Canonical positioatodefine uses of vertical

expressions for dimensions that do not-coincide with gravitational,

idal. And fou t -L,space requires the .notion of canonical encounter

to ae ount for the egocentriC uses of.terms like "front" and ,'5ack."

The coincidence of these properties with those of P-space is obvious

(H. Clark, 1973, p. 48).

As a Companion, complementary hypothesis the discussion by H. Clark,

,

E. Clark present the Semantic FeatUre Hypothesis (SFH) to account for

thb application wards to perceptual and cognitive events (P-space to

_PW
Pace).

1 11



Citing the thinkii

suggests that a "child wili
0.

Lark (1974, p.-106),

t 1p_ -rithciEleA0POCtra of language that

within the'scope of his current cognitive . development, sa that

the child developee cognitively, he will gradually learn. to use more

complex linguistic formulations."*-The order. of develOpMe t of theae

mo6 complex linguistic'fortulationw is based On their cognitive

ComiAexity. 7heieaning of a particular word for the child does not

necessaries match that, of the addit., At first-learning a word, a'

'child will select one o two features of the word-and gradually add

semantic features until the meaning matches that of the adult (Clark,

1973;Xlark,,1974; Bie isch 1967, 1970 as cited by Clark, 1974, 108).

Two tip-es-of words are dealt with by Clark:'

nonrelational word - those with tangible

2. relational word (pertinent t

no tangible referents ..

H. Clark (197 ) and E. Clark (19/3

language usage of these relational term

space'(L-space) onto already perative;.

words Schlesinger (1971) and Bloom

this presen

erents- and

twidy - those ,yith

would both contend that the

`would be mapped from language

corresponsin g 13-splice l other

%

1975) would uggpst language

mapped onto already existing thought.

It-is during the pre-9 rttional stage of development that the

semiotic function of language develops. Piaget (1970) purpocrts that

language usage is dependent on sensorlmoto action' !Chews dev 1

the sensorimotor period The acqui4ition of lanaguage is,basically

dependent upon two-prelcenditions: '1. the general backdrop of imitation

which all for interpersonal exchange and 2. the''varied structural'

eharacters.making up'the basic unit of Chomsky's transformational grammar



(Piage 1970). To meet the . condition of imita ion, not only

musti:the motor techniques of imitation be prose but "the object,

spatioteMporal, and causal Aecentrations of the second sensorimotor

subperlod must' have been mastered must have been mastered."

10,

1970, p.'711).- This would slat' point,out-the sequential nature of the

stages Piaget continues that to meet the structural eharacteristics

transformation grammar, tY a previous operation of senso imotor schemes,

t exist in-that they aid ChoMsky's transformational structures to

, , operate. He cites Sinclair's then unpublished work (p. 711) that the

tructure' "origin is fn neither an innate neurophysiological program

0hdmski would have it) nor in an operant.,:process (as CheMsky (1959)

has shown conclusively)."



Research related to P-Space,

Space prevents discussion of the literature to any great extent.

11.

Therefore, supportive and nen-supportive research will only briefly be

touched upon. As noted above, E. Clark's semantic feature hypothesis

was supported by various research presented by E. hark Clark, 1972;
no

E. Clark, 1973; 1974; H. Clark, 1973; Bierwisch, 1967, 1970, as cited by

E. Clark, 1974;' and Postal, 1966, cited by E. Clark). One of the earliest

to set the direction of this research is Donaldson & Balfour (1968, cited

by E. Clark). Later, Donaldson & Wales (1972) presented more research

supporting E. Clark. Also reporting related positive findings are Klat ky,

Clark, and Maken (1973).

__
Furth's research (1966) is also reflective of this notion that a non-

linguistic conceptual base is exi tant prior to linguistic expression.

He found that the deaf have certain concepts (conservation of eight)

prior to a developed linguistic system.

h imer (1961) found that a newborn infant could .00rdinate auditory

space and visual space (i.e. , a baby has moved eyes toward a clicking' sound).

This suggested an operative early perceptual space. Similar findings are

reported by Papousok (1967) and White (1971).

Kagan's (1972) research on infant's response to moderately discrepant

stimuli also support the early perceptual activity prior to language,

Similarly, Br 's discovery of neonates' ability to control light pat

and focusing of pictures lends support to this thinking (Pil_ 197b).

Kuczaj and Maratsos (1975) and Friedman & Surely (1976) found contrasting

results not supportive of the Clarks' research.

arch related to the PPT

model'

Aarsonson Ot. al. (1978) reported many of their studies which found

nificant correlations of the PP to the Ilinet and the PPVT.,_

1



12.

Similar ly, McCall, Erchorn, & Hogarty (1977) reported moderate, significant

.correlation of I.Q. Scores and knowledge of preps. Aaronson &,

Phillips (1977)_Xound moderate, significant correlations of the PPT

with the Pi'VT.

Research fated to the Physically Handicapped and Performance on the

I.Q. Measures, the PPVT xpreq 'v- Language Measures

Most of the following research is limited to studies dealidg with

the cer braPlpalsied. One main reason for this is that-the C.P. make

up the largest portion or the multiply handicapped population. Best\

(1978, pp. 12-13) reported on a 1965 California urvey which showed that

58% of the phy y handicapped population was identified as C.P.

remaining 42% consisted of all other neurologic_

crippling impairments.

Many

id non-n :1o6igal,

oar tkers V vc) fuL481L1 Tat about oak of the co brul pals

perform more poorly than nob-impaired children on standard I.Q. .asures

Phelps, 1946; Now Jersey Study, 1951 and Duadsdon, 1952, cited by

Crnickshai 14.11aha & oico 1970 ,

1956,

Rosonteld, 1952, cardwoll,

Levu, 1973 41,. 4;14a.4 by dolowinsky, 1979; Crul onaak et,

Sch.111 ea c,

1

ilowv oho should

ks 4. . Li t ., .A hittv,=.

e 4., t . 1. 1. L i.1 1 1

overlook Lh.. w.act 4.4.6u

population (Pholps, 1940; k;vass EL0 lLy

Safford & Arbitmun, 1975)

Dunn (197:4) concl Lno.t. Lhio 0.-op Jowl ii.Avu pA,t610k.0

ration. Moreover lBirc 1 and Bertiwr (1967, p. 402) mestiogin conco

On w1 . 4. LI.1A

oy, 1900,

several studios Cotton, 1941; Strauss and Werner, 1941, 1943; Wor

and Strauss, 1944 Dolphin and Cruickshank,

1 1

1; Jordan, 1956; and



13.

-Birch, 1964) which point out that Brain injured children perform

particularly poorly on a variety of tasks to test conceptual ability," (p.

402) These authors then proceed to analyze the Stimulus Competition and

Concept Utilization in Brain Damaged Children.

Results showed that c.P, children performed more poorly under-

the condition of increased stimulus distractors. when MA was controlled,

C.P, children did better under condition reduced stimulus distraction,

except for only the highest MA levels. This suggests that the C.F.

are more stimulus bound than normal children.

Referring same study, Cruickshank et a11. (1976, 174)

commented that the results "suggest that perhaps the cerebral palsied.

child's dist ability to 11=1°elevant stimulus details may inhibit

his conceptual processing

PaIsiod 1_

object Pun

Meiclier & Peck (1967) found that the

LuwcV

medkAAcd by the FINT,

tended to use nett tnJ tk_JI 1 sp.fnse modes.

p

th

Many a (Li t.1. nk, o, 1,04.,1-ne

c;ited by I 19/0) have Lop,,kl.Jd

mpar

-1 cerebral c.tl3sied

U.aaden AL10.4

pulsisA often

have d111111,1,,g, lokkguage 11,14 1030)

Denholi & hoiden

op...I king stmlin. findings.

MUeit net ever

fan08 no language dif

children

1144.1WVVAAI

a-1 0%.1%1A liO/J) L44, LEY,

A.A.A -t, A 1 a

nee between the corebral pstie 1eti OILA 111

Indeed LOn

language delays tray be an in.,dotionts

F nally. Irwin (1961 ) found that the Icing

-uggestod tt",(

."4 the

cerebral palsied (as measured by the rorr) to be towel than their language ui

usg (measured by modifying the PPVT),



Method

Subjects

14.

Sixty-three children aged 37 to 71 months-e. e selected from one of two

agencies serving preschool multiply handicapped children. 12 were located.

In an agency in Omaha, Nebraska, while 51 were in a similar agency in

Cleveland, Ohio. To be served at either agency, a child must have been

medically diagnosed as having Some crippling condition or other health

impairment. All children who were enrolled and available at either agency

at the commencement of the study were included.

Discriminate function analysis did not discriminate between the"

groups on any of the variables or measures in question. Therefore, the

2 groups were combinvi to form one sample of sixty-three subjects. Three

divisions were made among the subjects:

1) the cerebral palsied (N=31)

2) those with other neurological Impairments (g12)

3) those with other crippling, but non-aeurolbgical impairments (N=20).

The pooled sample comprised 29 Black and 34 White children with 21

girls and 42 boys,

Instruments

Following 1s a list eP the eejaes+ures used in iho

1. Stanford-Binet Scalps of Intelligene0 L-M (Termna & Merrill, 1960)

2. Peabody- Picture Vocabulary Toot (Dunn 1905)

Preschool Preposition Test (Aaronson & Schaefer, 1968)

4- Developmental Sentence Scoring (D 1974)

5. DSS subscalos: Indefinite Pronouns, Personal Pronouns, Main

Verbs, Secondary Verbs, Negatives, Conjunctions, Interrogative

Revers 18, Wh-Questions, and Sentence Point.
4



Syntax Age

Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)

8. Motor Age

15.

The Preschool Preposition Test (PPT) (Aaronson & Schaefer; 1968) id

a test of development` in which a child must understand and use various

prepositional relationships ( on top of", "in front of , nder
e

TV

above , etc.; for a full list of the prepositions used, see Appendix A).

A, metal board with raisedumetal figures of a boy and e car is played before

the child. He is given a rubber ball cut in half with a magnet attached to

its back. The child is then requested to pI ee the ball "Anywhere the

for example. Before testing the pl.bpositions, the child is taught
OF

the necessary non-prepositional elements' not already known (i.e.
If

boy

"car" "board ). (For whole test tom, see Appendix A.) A child with -en

limited hand use can place the hall on the board. I o verbal response

required. The child's response is marked on a record form which graphically

reproduces the metal beard in order to facilitate subsequent scoring. The

authors suggest that the test be used for screening Head Start children in

order to find those who have special needs SO that early intervention to

meet these needs can be planned (Aaronson Phillips, Bertolucci, and Aaronson,

1978

Developmental Sentence Scoring DSS) (Laura L. Lee, 1974) is a

method for making a detailed, readily quantified and scored evaluation

of a child's use of standard English grAmm ical rules. ." (Lee, 1974, p. xix).

Besides an overall Developmental Sentence Scor (DSS), the procedure.also

gives specific quantification of syntactic growth through its nine subscalo

scores: Indefinite Pronouns (Ind: o.), Personal Pronouns (Per. Pro.),

Main Verbs, Secondary (Soc.), Verbs (Negations (Nog.), Conjunctions (Conj.),

Interrogative Bever Rev.), Wh-Questions (iNhc?) and Sentence Point

(Son. Pt.). Normative data e reported for children one and one half to eight

1 I



years of age for this "measure of
16.

a child's sPontaneou use of grammatical

rules at a particular time in a particn

A spontaneous language sample of 50 full

uation with the clinician interac

was transcribed and scored.

A developmental Syntax Age c

months, it estimates the child

For Mean Length of Utteran

is counted and the total amoun

in the sample as outlined by _

this as being highly correlated

is-an indicator of syntacti

e,/ 1974, p% 168).

entences was recorded in a free-play

with the child. ,The recording the

) _

For Motor Age, a chiles

measured by a rating scale,r0U
1

overall funetional age in Mon

used, was obtained ftom the

study had Mr to good use

Four demographic var es

Home Environment Rating. T

language stimulation in

2
essive syntactical age.

L

derived from the DSS. Reported in

U), each morpheme an a language sample

ded by the number of utterances contained

Brown (1971). :Koeningsknecht'(1974) rep()

h the DSS procedure of Lee. This techni,_--

opment (Dale, 1976).

el, of physical or motoric development

ly used at one pf the agencies. Each child

at the time

employing a 3-point scale

esting, with prosthetics

ysical therapist. All children i

upper extremities.

e considered: ADC Status, Sex, Race an

provide a measure of parental nurturance and

4

home, agency social workers rated home environments

v loped by the first mothers.

were rated as low (f), average (2) or high (A) with refers

Home environments

co to quality

of verbal/non-verbal interactions of parents, child, and siblings; int -st

of parent in carrying through on therapies prescribed; (c) typo and consistency

f discipline in terms of whether

development;

was enhancing or inhibiting to therchild's

d) qunlity of child-rearing practices and nun' n and (e)

availability and use of learning materiels, within the home. Usipg ch ildre

records, two other raters achieved interratbr reliability of 94% and 100%

41
agreement, spectively.

I

.a



Results and DiscuSsion
rl

Tables 1 and 2 present descrtpttye htatistiqs on all measures across

medical diagnosis (cerebral palsy, other neurological impairinects. and

11.

non-neurological -impairments) as well as for the entire sample pooled.

0
The three groups were pooled because, as npted lateroi0 significant

differences in performance were found among the groups on any of the

measures.

Insert Tab s 1 and 2

Analysis of c.evariNo Wat] to ,_icermine whether

differences existed between LcrcUral pplmid, fOlogically

impaired, and non-neurologically impaired child en in performance on

.measures of cognitive and linguis functioning (Revised Stanford-

Binet Intelligence Scale Pe440d Picture Vocabulary Test Pre

Preposition Test, and Development -_Sentence Soing). An atteinp

was made to administer 011 measures t proximate re _ch

However, thin wan not Ulwuyo patio

covariate to control for thin yariocloo

Wlight also

if group differences, US defined by mo,it,

medical diagnosis or to intellectual Mt

tv scoloa oa then vaAt000

LA w.,a 21. Co

ltl weattueed 10LOAI

we

Binet was entcred,as a cUvari /1,1 iubit,

revealed that the cerebral palbleA other n,.o.otogically Lupo and

la potiormaoc. on emy of

...-fic;c on _ and ilk

non-ncurologically impaired

measures s octed. Separate antalyses
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also revealed that these groupsgroups d 0 not differ
\

er on either Of these .
IS

two scores.

Question IJ
0,

Since no significant differences it performance were found among

the various medical di gno84 on any of the selected measures, the three

groups here comb
A 7

tovf6rm a pooled sample of 63 children. Table 2

summarizes totaqampjeietarafkrtat_s, inoludlng performance on the

dependent me es.

Mews res chosen for this question were those for which norm compar-

icons could be made:

Binet and IQ scores

2.. PPVT MA and IQ scores

43: Total DSS score

4. Scores on the sUbscales

e. indefini Pronouns

b. Personal Pronouns

c. Main Verbs

d. Secondary Verbs -

Negatives

g

Conjuncti

Interrogative hover alb

Wh -Quest ons

Sentence Point

t-tests against the hypoth

their actual moan MA score on

the DSS

4tA vhloe of fholl awn Iflearia GA versus

PVV-- resulted iii n i n :leant

t values in both cases. Theshandlcapped children in thin sample attained

on each measure. Similarly, t-tests againstosignifienntly lower

the hypoiii sized population value of 100 for the IQ score on the Stanford-
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Binet and the PPVT also revealed that these children earned gnifiCantly

lower sco Table 3 summaries these results.

Insert Table 3

In view of the lower performance on a language-saturated test of

m cognitive function (the Stanford-Binet) and a receptive language measure

of noun and action concepts PPVT), similarly lower performance .on

the DSS measure of,language functions would seem likely. However, for

purposes of educational programming such differences, should they exist,

must be specifically identified. Therefore, t-test comparisons were made

t the three 'age levels given by-Lee (1974) in the normative data for

the DSS_

Insert 4,:5,.

At 6-47 months, physically impaired children in this sample

(4,

k scored significantly lower on the following measures: DSS Score,

Indefinite PronoUns, Personal Pronouns, Main Verbs,

Reversals, and Sentence Point, Statistical sign

rrogative

not found

between the physically Impaired and the' normative groUp on Secondary

Verbs, Negatives, Conjunctions, or Questions. At 48-59 months,

'significantly lower scores __ found on the following measures DSS

Score, Indefinite Pronouns, Personal Pronouns, Main Verbs, Secondary

Verbs, Nog ives __Conjunctions. Interrogative Reversals, and Sentence

Point. No significant difference found on Wh - Question. At 60 -71

months, significantly lower scores were found on DSS Score, Indefinite



/

.Pronouns, PerRonal Pronouns, Main Verbs, Secondary Verbs, Conjunctions,
)

and S nten v Point. The physically impaired scored significantly higher

than the ncr ntsative group on INL-Qu68 ions. No statistical signi-ficance was

found between the physically impaired sample and the normative groups

on Negatives and Interrogative Reversals . These rosults are suinmtu-fzed

in Tables and 6.

The measure of particular interest, the Preschool Preposition Test,

did not lend itself to norm comparison. The data supplied by the authors

were not totally representative of the preschool population, since their

intent was to deal mainly With Headstart children. However, visual

inspection of the data suggests that,'after controlling for MA/IQ,

othe present sample. would not differ fiom similar groups of children

in theidala reported by Aaronson and Schaefer

Questions arise as to whether the distribution of sex, race,

I

(1968).

SES, hnd home onv,i r

phi- square analys a r9vealed that d

were equivalent across Medical diagnosis..

The lit .1*a

ntal. factors could confound .result

buttons bat ed on these variables

77) in

the home and/or verbal and nurtu ince Vior of the parents (Aaronson,

Philips, Bertolucci. and Aaronson, 1978, Steele tv Wagnor. 1977) may exer

poWerful influences on children'-- develop

as the most readily availnble.nlea.su

ADC

US of the Pamtly,

was considered, Similarly, the childtea were ratt,t1 by agency hocini

worker, being from a low, aver

stlmuiati _ environment.

,Sex and race. difforences were al

h CA and MA (Hine_

1. Thore were no

f

or highly 'flirt InagUage,

stared_ AnnlySte of covarlanee

covarint reveale =d the following findings:

In performance betzvc±en boys and girls

question, except for th PINT, tri which



boys scored significantly higher.

"2. There were no differences in performance between Black and

C 4
white children on any of the measures, except for Motor Age.

Here the Black Childrenin this sample' consistently scored

significantly higher.

There were no significant differences in performance on any of

the measures related to ADC status of family.

There were no differences related to level of Home Environment

Rating on any of the measures in question.

Implications prSpecial Education

Contrary to expectations, no differences were found in performance

of th= cerebral palsied, the other neurologically impaired, or the non-

gically impaired on selected measur cognition, receptive

vocabul OreposiXional knowledge, or expressive language. This suggests

th a groups were more milar than disparate in performanc on

typiea ucational a es. Any differences existing prior to analysis

of covariance, with CA and MA as covariates, could be accounted for by

chronological pr mental age, rather than medical diakaOsis.

Further, when groups were ooled there were no differences in

performances by virtue of being phys4callyjmpaired which again could

_
not be accounted for by chronological or mental age. This present

naMple scored significantly lower on measures of cognition (Binet) and

0

receptive noun and action concepts (PINT). Differences were expected

on the eXp ve 1,Jnguage measures (DSBand its subset-ties) due to

differences in developmental, level, and those are summarized in Tables

4, 5, and 6. Specification, of type cif lingui

for the planning of appropriate} remedial intervention.

is critical
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It is also important to note that there -re no differences on any

measures of cognition, receptive vocabulary, .or expressive language

between groups defined by sex, race, ADC status, or Home Environment

rating which could not be accoun ed,for on the basis of chronological

or mental age. These children, though

were more similar Ma

demographic make

d ssimilar in performance. Consequently, some

justification could be found for grouping them together for educational

programming.

Additionally, however, the absence of diffb.rences from normal

children related to ige-V- di_gnosis or physical impairment, not

ributable to chrOnol-g and/o-r mental age, calls into question practices

of segregated educational placement in agencies.or schools. These

children can rued w 'thin the public school sec for w i th

appropriate ancillary se -Vices provided as necessary (i.e., physical,

occupational or specch/langu

federal interpretation 01 law leuenL

This is con onant with

liforuia exemplify,
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PRESCHOOL PREPOSITION TEST*

Description

The Preschool Preposition Test (PPT) is designed to test the young

child's knowledge.of prepositions. 'Preliminary evidence. indicates.that

knowledge of prepositions 'correlates- with verbal comprehension in the

early years. The test lends itself for use with children three and tour.

'yeara'old'(five'in disadvantaged populationa) It takes the form of'e-

,ball game which young children find appealing.

The test can be administered by nonprofessionals with minimal

training. Persons who have the Ability to work with Ming children can

easily establish rapport and present the test items. 'Scoring the test,

which requires a different type of skill, can be completed separately

from the testing and if necessary by different personnel The test should

be used in its entirety as the items are not ordered for difficulty.

The*equipment consists of'a yellow metallized board, bearing the

slightly raised figutes of a green automobile and a red boy, and magnetized

red rubber balls. Children who have had little experience with viewing

flat pictures are more comfortable with the raised figures. The features

and color of the boy are designed to reduce clues for identification of

race. The test items direct the child to place one of the balls on the

board in gelatin to the figures, the key word(s) i9, each command being

either a preposition or a prepositional phrase.

_*This is taken

& Schaefer, 1968).

m the PPT's manual of Instruction(Aaronson

29



PRESCSOOLPREPOSITIONAL. TEST

list,of Prepositions as Presented

in-thTest

into

& ... . ... .....

uplbigh

under

inside

..... . .. .. . .. , downilow'
A

6. in back of

underneath

on the top

. . ... in front o

10. between

11. in backof

12. on

13. between

14. . . ...

15. against

16. beneath

17. behind

18. ............ .

19: near

20. next to

21.

22.

.... ...... t the top

23. in



Table

Deaariptive Statistics on All Measure4
roue Medical Diagnosis

Variable
C.P.
N-31

Other N.I.
N=I2

Non-N. I.

N=20

Stanford -Sine

PPVT

088

IQ

Raw

Raw DSS

Syntax Age

MLU

-Indef. .Prop.

Pere Pr ©n.

Main Verbs

Secondary Verbs

Negatives

Conjunctions

Inter. Revers',

Wh- Questions

Sentence Pt.-

56.81 6

45.45 14.14

82.03 19.05

37.10 15.66

48.52 18.74

1.71 24.56

14.77 5.77

4.28 '2.72

30,71 18.44

3.98 2.33

19.00. 17.40

38.52 32.62

42.65 33.15

14.26 15.21

9.64- 10.68

11.19 13.50

4.58 6.27

7.35 10.35

22.48 .. 16.70

1

54 7.20 51.80 8.99.

47.17 11:61 47.25 10.56

85.05 19.00 92.75 17.96

41.67 34.65 14.51

50.75 13.91 44,80 15,11

89.41 .81 81.35 22.30

14.75 5.63 14.80 4.76

5.05. 1,15 4.34 1.88

35.50 4.44 30.45 11.52.

4.81 1.26 4.36 1.63.

20.50 9.10 18.40 11-.41

40.83 18.67 31.60 17.74

48.25- 16.28 37.55 18.91

20.83 10.61' 11.50 10.71

14.42 7.66. 8.95 8.06

13.83 14.86 11.05 .11.34

2.83 3.56 2.10 3.74

10.25 8.80 .615 9.28.

26.67 12-.94 23'.20" 11.26



ptive l tattettce on all
F r Entire Sample

N =03

54.74'

RAW - PPVT
M.A. PPVT

PPVT

86.02'

37.19
47.78
83.06

Motor Age 33.84
RAW - DSS 4.44
Syntax Age 31.54
MLU 4.28
IndeTinite Pronouns 19.13
Personal Pronouns 36.76
Main Verbs 42.10
Secondary Verbs 14'.63

Negatives 10.33
Conjunctions 11.65
Inter. Reversals 3.46
Wh - Questions 7.52
Sentence Point 23.51

0.01

12.48
18.00

14.31
16.88
22.59

5.35

15.35
2.23

14.57
2.01

14.20
26.41
26.51
13.33
.9.46

12.95
5.18

9.70
14.35

13 -0 79

47 - 121

9063
24 - 90 moe.

16 - 123

22

3 -'60. moe.
O - 9.4 Mee.
0 = 67 moe.

7.5
65'

114
110
58
48
41

- 22
- 40

-
0

-

O -
0

0

0
o

32



Table 3
Results of

One Sample ttests.
On I.Q. Measures'

Hypothesized

Measure. 14ean B.U. Value

stinford-

Binet.

M.A. 46.35 12.48

I.Q 86.03 19.00

PETT

M.A. 47.76 16.88

I.Q. 83.06 22.59

59.74

100.00

N -63 df "62

R.56***

5.84***

56.33

100.00

4.02***

5.96***



One.

On DS

Table 4
suits of

ample t-tests
and Subncales,

Age Normative
Level Measure Mean S.D. Standard
Months

- 47'
D S 8
Score

df=112

C.54 2.33 4 7 3.23**

definite
Pronotims

25.85 21.46 49.80

Personal 36.77 29.78 94.25

Pronouns

Main Verbs 46.08 35.12 94.08

Secondary 15.85 16.34 16.22

Verbs
3

Negatives 11.00 12.57 16.00

Conjunctions 13.15 14.28 20.60

Interrogative
Reversals 2.46 5.32 7.63

Wh - Questions 5.69 8,04 4.80

Sentence Point 21.92. 14.45 35.28

.98**

4.93 *s

0.11

1.44°

1.89

3.51**

-0.30

34*41

.05

;01'

.0001

34



-Table 5
esults of '

One Sample t-tes 0
On 088 and STIbscales

Age
Level 'Measure

Months

uL,

.D

48 --59-
D 4.80 1.98

Score

Indefinite
ronoune

1.8.48: 10.74

Personal .38.31 21.91

Pronouhti'.

Main Verbs 44.28 21 37

Secondary 15.86 12.7d
Verbs

Negatives 10.31 8.65

Conjnnctions 12.17 13.29

interrogative. 4.17 5.85

Reversals

Wh Questions 8.90 9.21

Sentence point :25.62 13.76

Normatiir
Standard N=29- ',i;Jtf=28

8.04

56

8.74***

18.86***

105.53

-108.90

16.39***

16.15 * **

:25.08 3 *

17.40 4.38***

36.25 9.,g***

7.32 2.88**

6.40 1.45

37.15 4.47*



I

Table 6
Results! Of

One Sample t.test
On LISS and Slibacal

LeV01_ ure
Mbntba

Normative
ndard N=19

- 71
D S S
Score

. Ind° inite
Pronouns

Pe oonal.,.
PrOnouna-

.

Mhin Verbs.

4.10 2.44

14.05 10:48

58 31.20

37.11 26.78

11. 8 11:74Secondary
Verbs

Negatives

Conjunctions

Interrogative
Reversals' ,

7 Questions

Sentence 'Point,

9 19.

108.42

139.20,

9 10 *

22.59***

10.18

16.62***

95 8,67 13:75.

61.32

39.10

a.

* P
P .01

*** P <A001


